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Entropy production plays a fundamental role in the study of non-equilibrium systems by offering
a quantitative handle on the degree of time-reversal symmetry breaking. It depends crucially on
the degree of freedom considered as well as on the scale of description. It was hitherto unknown
how the entropy production at one resolution of the degrees of freedom is related to the entropy
production at another resolution. This relationship is of particular relevance to coarse grained
and continuum descriptions of a given phenomenon. In this work, we derive the scaling of the
entropy production under iterative coarse graining on the basis of the correlations of the underlying
microscopic transition rates for non-interacting particles in active disordered media. Our approach
unveils a natural criterion to distinguish equilibrium-like and genuinely non-equilibrium macroscopic
phenomena based on the sign of the scaling exponent of the entropy production per mesostate.

Introduction. Under the umbrella term of “active
matter”, the study of systems driven by injection and
dissipation of energy at the single-agent level has played
a prominent role in the development of non-equilibrium
physics and expanded its interface with biology. One
of the key challenges that arise when developing models
of biological matter is to quantify their degree of “non-
equilibriumness”, i.e. the extent to which their phe-
nomenology differs from that of a collection of passive
particles driven by a bath. The rate of entropy produc-
tion [1, 2] allows for such differentiation by capturing
time-reversal symmetry breaking at the microscopic scale
[3]. While the injection of energy ensures a strong depar-
ture from equilibrium at the single-agent level, these sys-
tems do not necessarily exhibit nonequilibrium features
at larger spatio-temporal scales [4–8]. The question of
whether equilibrium is effectively restored at this meso-
scopic level requires new methods to quantify how en-
tropy production varies under spatial coarse-graining [9–
15]. We offer a novel perspective on this issue by studying
a single-particle driven-diffusion process obtained by per-
turbing homogeneous diffusion with a non-conservative
quenched random forcing. A similar model was recently
studied as an effective description for the collective mo-
tion of active matter in a random potential [16] and can
be seen as a minimal description of a molecular motor
self-propelling on a disordered network of cytoskeletal
filaments [17]. These models are particular examples of
active disordered media [18–21], which we discuss for the
first time from a thermodynamic perspective. On a more
abstract level, our model may be seen as a many-particle
system randomly exploring a complex phase space. From
this perspective, our work determines the scaling be-
haviour of entropy production in a wider class of systems,
including biochemical reaction networks [15].

We first analyse our model on a one-dimensional ring,
where it is exactly solvable [22], and we identify a trivial
scaling behaviour of the mesoscopic entropy production
under block coarse-graining. We then move to higher di-
mensional lattices, where we show how the mesoscopic

entropy production decays algebraically with block size
under block coarse-graining. In order to characterise
the non-trivial scaling exponents, we draw on a novel
field theoretic formalism based on the Martin-Siggia-Rose
construction [23, 24] and demonstrate that the scaling
of the entropy production can be related to the small
wavenumber behaviour of the probability current’s spec-
tral density by arguments reminiscent of those employed
in the treatment of hyperuniform fluctuations [25]. Our
main result, Eq. (18), provides a natural criterion to
distinguish between equilibrium-like and genuinely non-
equilibrium macroscopic phenomena based on the sign
of the scaling exponent for the entropy production per
mesostate.
Entropy production and coarse graining. The start-

ing point of our analysis is a Markovian jump process
satisfying the master equation

Ṗn(t) =
∑

m

(Pm(t)wm,n − Pn(t)wn,m) (1)

for the probability Pn(t), with wn,m the non-negative
transition rate from state n to state m 6= n. The aver-
age rate of internal entropy production at steady-state is
defined as [2]

Ṡi =
1

2

∑

n,m

Jn,m ln
πnwn,m
πmwm,n

(2)

where πn = limt→∞ Pn(t) is the steady-state probabil-
ity mass function and Jn,m = πnwn,m − πmwm,n is the
net probability current from state n to state m. The en-
tropy production Ṡi is non-negative and vanishes for sys-
tems that satisfy detailed balance. Computing Ṡi from
Eq. (2) requires complete knowledge of the set of micro-
scopic probability currents jnm = πnwn,m, which ren-
ders this observable sensitive to time-reversal symmetry
breaking induced by energy injection at the microscopic
scale. However, this ‘fully resolved’ entropy production
might be of little interest in the discussion of effective de-
scriptions at the mesoscopic scale. In recent years, var-
ious works have addressed the issue of coarse-graining,
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which amounts to a partial loss of information about the
microscopic currents jnm [8–10, 13, 26–28]. The peren-
nial difficulty is that the resulting mesoscopic description
is in general non-Markovian [29, 30]. Esposito [9] has
identified a decomposition of the full entropy production
under phase-space partitioning into three non-negative
contributions. Assuming a separation of timescales be-
tween intra-mesostate and inter-mesostate transitions, it
was also shown that the mathematical form of the en-
tropy production, Eq. (2), is recovered at the mesoscopic
level.

Previous work has focused on a single coarse-graining
step, partly due to constraints of Markovianity. How-
ever, if the state space is sufficiently large, it is natural to
ask whether such coarse-graining procedure could be per-
formed iteratively, in a spirit similar to Kadanoff’s “block
spin” renormalisation [31]. Characterising the scale de-
pendence of suitable observables such as the entropy pro-
duction per mesostate

ṡ
(meso)
i = Ṡ

(meso)
i /N (meso) , (3)

with N (meso) the number of mesostates at a given coarse-
graining level, will then convey important information
regarding the degree of activity at different scales. To
carry out this programme we first denote the steady-state
probability current from mesostate α to mesostate β by

jαβ(L) =
∑

n∈α

∑

m∈β
πnwn,m (4)

with L the characteristic coarse-graining length scale,
such that jαβ(1) = πnwnm for α = {n} and β = {m}. We
then sidestep the issue of Markovianity by postulating an
effective mesoscopic entropy production of the form

Ṡ
(meso)
i (L) =

1

2

∑

α,β

(jαβ(L)− jβα(L)) ln
jαβ(L)

jβα(L)
, (5)

as would be measured by any observer faithfully applying
Eq. (2) to a process observed at a given resolution L. The

observable Ṡ
(meso)
i (L) should be thought of as the entropy

production of a different (Markovian) process constrained
to displaying the coarse-grained currents of the original
process. A similar approach has been recently discussed
to characterise the scaling of energy dissipation in non-
equilibrium reaction networks [15].

The model. We will now introduce a minimal driven-
diffusion model [32] on a regular lattice, such that the
corresponding non-equilibrium steady-state is amenable
to iterative block coarse-graining. Diffusion in a stable
potential is the prototypical equilibrium phenomenon but
there are many ways to modify the familiar diffusive dy-
namics into a non-equilibrium process, for example by
allowing for an unstable potential [33]. An alternative
modification, which guarantees a steady-state, is to im-
pose periodic boundary conditions in such a way that a
global potential function cannot be defined. To see how

this is done, we recall [34] that for a Markov jump pro-
cess, Eq. (1), to have an equilibrium steady state, the
affinity

A({w};n1, . . . , nM ) = ln
wn1,n2wn2,n3 ... wnM ,n1

wn1,nM
... wn3,n2

wn2,n1

. (6)

of every cycle {n1, n2, ..., nM , n1} has to be exactly zero.
Henceforth, we will use the convention that ln(0/0) = 0
as some of the wn,m may vanish. Whenever A 6= 0 for
any cycle, the system is intrinsically out of equilibrium
and we should expect steady-state probability currents
[33]. A straightforward way of inducing non-equilibrium
behaviour is therefore to allow for quenched disorder in
the transition rates, which can be interpreted as a non-
conservative random forcing [35, 36]. The resulting disor-
dered steady-state is then non-equilibrium with exceed-
ingly high probability. In the following we therefore con-
sider a homogeneous diffusion process on a periodic lat-
tice in d dimensions and allow for a quenched perturba-
tion to the nearest-neighbour hopping rates such that

wn,m = h+ ζn,m , (7)

with ζn,m > −h a set of zero-mean random variables,
Fig. 1. Henceforth, 〈·〉 will denote averages over this
random variable.

Ring topology (d = 1). The one-dimensional version
of this model has previously been considered in the con-
text of random walks in random environments [35, 36].
Starting from an exact result by Derrida [22] for the net
current, J = Jn,n+1, the entropy production, Eq. (2),

can be calculated as Ṡi = JA({w}; {1, 2, . . . , N}), on the
basis of constant J = πnwn,n+1 − πn+1wn+1,n and the
affinity A, Eq. (6), taken for the cycle passing through
all sites of the ring once [34], Suppl. Sec. ??. After sub-
stituting Eq. (7) into Eqs. (6) we eventually obtain

Ṡi =
1

hN2

(
N∑

n=1

(ζn,n+1 − ζn+1,n)

)2

+O(ζ3) , (8)

where O(ζk) stands for any term proportional to
ζi1±1,i1 ...ζik±1,ik with any indices i1, ..., ik. As can be
seen by setting ζi,j = 0 for all i, j, the entropy production
vanishes at zeroth order in the perturbation, as expected.
Supp. Sec. I explores the weak disorder limit of Eq. (8)
in more detail.

We now apply the coarse-graining procedure based on
Eqs. (4) and (5). In one dimension, the interface between
distinct mesostates consists of a single edge (Fig. 1) and
the net current jαβ(L) − jβα(L) = J is independent of
the block size L. The mesoscopic entropy production

Ṡ
(meso)
i , Eq. (5), is thus given by a sum over a subset of

the contributions to the microscopic entropy production
Ṡi, Eq. (2). By invoking translational invariance and
linearity of expectation, the total entropy production rate
in a system with originally N states coarse-grained into
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FIG. 1. Coarse-graining procedure for a diffusion process on
a periodic square lattice perturbed by a spatially quenched,
non-conservative disorder. In one dimension (top), the tran-
sition rates locally define a random walk with increments
νn = ζn,n+1− ζn+1,n and the affinity A({w}; {1, .., N}) of the
closed cycle across all sites is to leading order proportional
to the displacement of the random walk after N steps, Suppl.
Sec. ??. In higher dimensions (bottom), the random potential
picture breaks down locally and the coarse-graining becomes
non-trivial due to the current no longer being uniform.

mesostate blocks of size L is

〈
Ṡ
(meso)
i

〉
(L) =

〈
J

N/L∑

k=1

ln
πkLwkL,kL+1

πkL+1wkL+1,kL

〉
(9)

=
N

L

〈
J ln

πnwn,n+1

πn+1wn+1,n

〉
, (10)

with arbitrary state index n. For uncorrelated noise in
the weak disorder limit and using πn/πm = rn/rm [22],

〈Ṡ(meso)
i 〉 = 2λ/(NhL)+O(λ2), where λ denotes the vari-

ance of ζn,m. Irrespective of the noise strength, the de-
pendence of the total entropy production on the block
size L is solely due to the absence of terms from currents
within a microstate block. In one dimension, the entropy

production per mesostate 〈ṡ(meso)
i 〉 = (L/N)〈Ṡ(meso)

i 〉,
Eq. (3), is thus independent of L. No current averaging
at interfaces between blocks takes place. The situation
is qualitatively different in d > 1, as we will demonstrate
now.

Periodic lattices with d > 1. In higher dimensions,
the equilibrium condition A({w}; {n1, ..., nM}) = 0 is
generally broken at the local rather than global scale.
No analytical expression for the steady-state currents
is available and we resort to a perturbation theory in
weak disorder, based on a Martin-Siggia-Rose field the-
ory [23, 24], which allows us to extract various static
correlation functions in arbitrary dimensions and for a
wide class of disorders, see Suppl. Sec. ??. There, we in-
troduce the net microscopic probability current J(x) =
(J (1)(x), ..., J (d)(x)) as the continuum limit of Jn,m on
a hypercubic lattice, together with its Fourier transform
J (k) = (J (1)(k), ...,J (d)(k)). We follow the convention

J (a)(x) =
1

V

∑

k

J (a)(k)eik·x (11)

with k = 2πn/(N`) (n ∈ Zd), assuming a hypercubic
system, and V = (N`)d the phase space volume, with `
the dimensionful lattice spacing. We assume a disorder
characterised by the covariance in Fourier space

〈ζ(a)(k)ζ(b)(k′)〉 = λ̃|k|−ηδabV δk+k′,0 (12)

for |k| → 0, corresponding, for η 6= 0, to
〈ζ(a)(r)ζ(b)(r′)〉 ∼ δab|r−r′|−d+η at |r−r′| → ∞, where
ζ(a) indicates the disorder affecting edges parallel to the
a-th dimension of the lattice (see Suppl. Sec. ?? for de-
tails of the specification of backward rates). The spectral
density tensor of the probability current evaluated at tree
level then reads (Suppl. Sec. ??), for k 6= 0,

〈J (a)(k)J (b)(k′)〉 =
4λ̃

V

(
δab −

kakb
|k|2

)
|k|−ηδk+k′,0 .

(13)
Eq. (13) matches the general form of the spectral den-
sity of a divergence-free, isotropic vector field, which is
well known from the theory of turbulence of incompress-
ible fluids [37, 38]. For η < 0, the vanishing of the
spectral density as k → 0 indicates that the probability
current is hyperuniform [25], i.e. exhibits an anomalous
suppression of fluctuations at large wavelengths. The
case η = 0 corresponds to uncorrelated (white) noise,

〈ζ(a)(r)ζ(b)(r′)〉 = λ̃δabδ(r − r′).
We can now carry out the coarse-graining procedure for

the entropy production. First, we note that the meso-
scopic entropy production, Eq. (5), is given by a sum
over contributions from neighbouring mesostates, α 6= β
in (5). By linearity of expectation, the disorder aver-

age 〈Ṡ(meso)
i 〉 is therefore the expected contribution from

a single interface multiplied by the number of interfaces.
It follows that, for a hypercubic lattice with coordination
number 2d,

〈
ṡ
(meso)
i

〉
= d

〈
(jαβ(L)− jβα(L)) ln

jαβ(L)

jβα(L)

〉
(14)

where {α, β} is any pair of neighbouring mesostates.
Asymptotically in large L, Eq. (14) can be approximated
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FIG. 2. The dependence of the scaling exponent for the en-

tropy production per mesostate, ṡ
(meso)
i , on η in the range

−1 ≤ η ≤ d, shown here for d = 2 and N = 20482, is well
captured by Eq. (18), shown in black dashed. For uncorre-

lated disorder, η = 0, the algebraic scaling of ṡ
(meso)
i with

block size L displays a logarithmic correction, shown in the
inset for d = 2, 3, also in agreement with Eq. (18). Exact
logarithmic scaling is shown in solid black for reference. The
ordinate is here normalised to its value for the smallest block
size considered.

by

〈
ṡ
(meso)
i

〉
' dNd

hLd−1
σ2
J(L) (15)

where

σ2
J(L) = 〈(jαβ(L)− jβα(L))2〉 (16)

denotes the variance of the probability current integrated
across an interface of linear dimension L. This relation
is derived in Suppl. Sec. ??. In the continuum limit,
the asymptotic scaling of the entropy production per
mesostate is therefore controlled by the asymptotic vari-
ance of the current integrated across the interface be-
tween states, which is in turn determined by the small
wavenumber behaviour of the current spectral density
tensor introduced in Eq. (13). In fact, the relationship
between Eqs. (13) and (16) is exactly the type of prob-
lem addressed in the study of hyperuniform systems [25].
Using results from these studies, one obtains

σ2
J(L) ∼




Ld−2, for η < 0
Ld−2 ln(L), for η = 0
Ld−2+η, for 0 < η < d

. (17)

A more thorough derivation of these scaling laws is pro-
vided in Suppl. Sec. ??. We can think of σ2

J(L) ∼ Ld−2
as scaling with the perimeter of the interface. In this
sense, it is instructive to draw a comparison with the case
of a non-solenoidal random vector field with spectral den-
sity 〈J (a)(k)J (b)(k′)〉 = (λ̃/V )δabδk+k′,0, in which case
the variance of the integrated current instead scales with

FIG. 3. Mesoscopic entropy production as a function of block
size and predicted scaling according to Eq. (18) (case d = 2,
η = 0) for various noise strengths. The predicted scaling ap-
pears to hold numerically beyond the weak disorder approxi-
mation. The noise ζn,m is taken from a uniform distribution
with support ζ ∈ {[−1,−(1 − ε)) ∪ (1 − ε, 1]} and h = 1 to
ensure positivity of the transition rates.

the area of the interface, σ2
J(L) ∼ Ld−1. The require-

ment that the steady-state is divergence-free thus plays
an important role by imposing long-range correlations in
the currents, even when these are not present in the sub-
strate, i.e. for η = 0. Combining Eqs. (15) and (17) we
eventually arrive at (Suppl. Sec. ??)

〈
ṡ
(meso)
i

〉
(L) ∝ σ2

J(L)

Ld−1
∼




L−1, for η < 0
L−1 ln(L), for η = 0
L−1+η, for 0 < η < d

,

(18)
which constitutes our key result. The scaling ex-
ponent changes sign at η = 1, corresponding to
〈ζ(a)(r)ζ(b)(r′)〉 ∼ δab|r−r′|−(d−1), suggesting a quanti-
tative distinction between steady-states that are increas-
ingly “equilibrium-like” at larger scales and genuinely
non-equilibrium states where dissipation occurs at all
scales. Numerical simulations for η = 0 in d = 2, 3, as
well as the full range −1 < η < d in d = 2 show excel-
lent agreement with our analytical prediction (see Figure
2). Investigating entropy production numerically indi-
cates that this scaling behaviour of the entropy produc-
tion is unchanged in the strong disorder regime (Figure
3).
Concluding remarks and outlook. Based on the effec-

tive entropy production introduced in Eq. (5), we have
studied the mesoscopic scaling of the entropy produc-
tion per mesostate under iterative block coarse graining
for a family of non-equilibrium disordered steady-states
with generic substrate correlations. We demonstrate
that coarse-graining of degrees of freedom results in non-
trivial scaling of the entropy production, Eqs. (18), so
that its value on one scale is related to its value on an-
other scale in a non-trivial fashion that ultimately draws
on the correlations of the transition rates, Eq. (12). To
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characterise our model we have developed a static field-
theoretic framework, which complements recent work [39]
by considering problems involving multiplicative noise.
Our main result, Eq. (18), offers conditions for which ac-
tive disordered media appear equilibrium-like, η ≤ 1, or
genuinely non-equilibrium, η > 1, at the large scale and
in a statistical sense, i.e. when the behaviour is averaged
over many realisations.

Experiments. A natural application of the theory
above of active disordered media are active particles [40]
on irregular surfaces, which phenomenologically behave
as randomly driven passive particles [16]. This is due
to ratchet effects, i.e. local asymmetries in the potential
driving a net current [41]. In this case, correlations in the
medium can be induced by controlling the ruggedness of
the substrate [42]. Further, in vitro experiments involv-

ing active transport by molecular motors in a network of
cytoskeletal filaments [43, 44] often involve cell extracts
where these filaments are uniformly disordered (η = 0).
Non-trivial, long-range correlations in this type of sys-
tems could be induced e.g. by coupling tagged filaments
to an external magnetic field, as done in [45] with actin.
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I. WEAK DISORDER EXPANSION OF DERRIDA’S EXACT RESULT FOR d = 1

Using an exact result by Derrida [1] the net current J = Jn,n+1 is homogeneous,

J =
1

∑N
n=1 rn

[
1−

N∏

m=1

(
wm+1,m

wm,m+1

)]
(S1)

for a lattice with N sites, where

rn =
1

wn,n+1


1 +

N−1∑

`=1

∏̀

j=1

wn+j,n+j−1

wn+j,n+j+1


 . (S2)

The entropy production, Eq. (2), can be calculated as Ṡi = JA({w}; {1, 2, . . . , N}), on the basis of constant J =
πnwn,n+1 − πn+1wn+1,n and the affinity A, Eq. (6), taken for the cycle passing through all sites of the ring once [2].
Eq. (7) can be substituted into Eqs. (6) and (S1) to obtain

J =
hA

N2
+O(ζ2) =

1

N2

N∑

n=1

(ζn,n+1 − ζn+1,n) +O(ζ2) . (S3)

Correspondingly, using Ṡi = JA,

Ṡi =
1

hN2

(
N∑

n=1

(ζn,n+1 − ζn+1,n)

)2

+O(ζ3) , (S4)

where O(ζk) stands for any term proportional to ζi1±1,i1 ...ζik±1,ik with any indices i1, ..., ik. This is the expression
we refer to in the main text, Eq. (8). In this regime, the current is dominated by the average of the approximate
potential gradients, (ζn,n+1 − ζn+1,n)/h. The physical picture provided by Eq. (S3) shows that the weak disorder
expansion, |ζn,m| � h, is equivalent to a linear response theory, J ∝ A, with the cycle affinity playing the role of
the thermodynamic force [3]. The behaviour away from the weak disorder limit is more subtle. In particular, the

current J and therefore Ṡi are no longer a function only of the affinity but depend on the whole random potential
profile. This is due to the presence of traps, i.e. local minima of the random potential, at which probability tends to
concentrate [4].

So far, we have not made any assumption about the autocorrelation of the noise ζ. However, by relating Eq. (S4)
to the square of the distance travelled by a random walker with zero-mean increments νn = ζn,n+1−ζn+1,n, Fig. 1, we

conclude that the system-size scaling of the disorder expectation 〈Ṡi〉 in the large N limit is controlled by the Hurst
exponent H ∈ (0, 1) [5] of the random walk. In particular,

〈Ṡi〉 ∼ Nδ = N2H−2 , (S5)

where H = 1/2 corresponds to uncorrelated (or short-range correlated) disorder. By the central limit theorem for

sufficiently uncorrelated νn, and more generally when
∑N
n=1 νn is a Gaussian random variable, the affinity is also

Gaussian. As Ṡi, Eq. (S4), is essentially the square of the affinity, its distribution is of the chi-squared type. These
results are indeed confirmed by simulations, Fig. S1.
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FIG. S1. In one dimension and for weak disorder, the scaling of the entropy production with system size is controlled by the
Hurst exponent according to Eq. (S5). Top: the exponent δ obtained by fitting numerical estimates of 〈Ṡi〉 against Nδ for
different Hurst exponents H ∈ (0, 1), shown with error bar in blue, is in perfect agreement with the analytical prediction,

δ = 2H−2, Eq. (S5), shown as a black dashed line. Bottom: the distribution of the entropy production Ṡi as a random variable
is well described by the chi-squared distribution, shown as a black dashed line, as predicted by the theory.

II. A STATIC PATH INTEGRAL APPROACH TO DIFFUSION WITH QUENCHED NOISE

In the following we develop the field theoretic formalism used to study the correlation function of the steady-state
probability currents for the model of diffusion on a lattice with spatially quenched, non-conservative noise in the
hopping rates. This formalism is based on the well-known response-field construction by Martin-Siggia-Rose (MSR)
and Janssen-De Dominicis [6, 7] but extends it in two ways: first, our approach deals with multiplicative noise in a
static framework, complementing recent work by Antonov and co-workers [8], which focused on the case of additive
noise. Second, we show how the MSR ‘trick’ of imposing physically relevant relations between the noise field and
physical observables by means of suitable resolutions of identity can be exploited to directly probe observables
that depend explicitly on the noise (in this case, the probability current). The formalism is first developed in one
dimension, d = 1, for the case of white noise and it is subsequently generalised to higher integer dimensions and
correlated noise. It turns out that we ultimately do not need the full field theory nor the renormalisation group,
because the upper critical dimension dc = 2 coincides with the lowest dimension we draw on the field theory.
Nevertheless, the framework provides us with a firm basis to reliably determine the upper critical dimension and will
form the well-tested foundation for the analysis of more advanced problems.

The analytical expressions derived in the following are in agreement with numerical results, as shown in Fig. S1
for the one-dimensional problem and in Figs. 2 and S2 for its generalisation to higher dimensional lattices. In one
dimension, the steady state probability mass function πn for a given noise realisation {ζm,m±1} is solved exactly by
means of Kirchhoff’s theorem [2] and the homogeneous current is obtained straightforwardly as J = πnwn,n+1 −
πn+1wn1,n for an arbitrary n. The entropy production is then calculated as Ṡi = JA on the basis of Eq. (6). In higher
dimensions, a numerical approximation to the steady state probability is instead obtained by evolving a homogeneous
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initial condition, Pn(t = 0) = N−d, according to the master equation, Eq. (1).

A. One dimensional case, uncorrelated noise.

We consider a one-dimensional diffusion process on a ring of size N characterised by a homogeneous hopping rate
h and a quenched perturbation ζi,i±1 to the hopping rate from site i to site i± 1 satisfying ζi,i±1 + h > 0. We denote
by φi the steady-state probability mass function at site i, with i = 1, 2, · · · , N . By normalisation,

∑
i φi = 1. In the

following we apply periodic boundary conditions to all indices i, so that i = 0 is equivalent to i = N and i = N + 1
is equivalent to i = 1. The steady-state probability mass function is determined implicitly by the master equation

0 = ∂tφi = h(φi−1 + φi+1 − 2φi) + ζi−1,iφi−1 − ζi,i−1φi − ζi,i+1φi + ζi+1,iφi+1

= h(φi−1 + φi+1 − 2φi) + (δi−1φi−1 + δi+1φi+1 − 2δiφi) + (ζi−1φi−1 − ζi+1φi+1) (S6)

where for the second equality we have redefined the perturbation to the hopping rates according to

ζi,i+1 = δi + ζi and ζi,i−1 = δi − ζi . (S7)

The right hand side of Eq. (S6) can be written more suggestively in continuum notation as a drift-diffusion equation,

0 = ∂tφ = ∂x[(h+ δ)∂xφ] + ∂x[(∂xδ − ζ)φ] , (S8)

where the symmetric part of the quenched noise, denoted by δi, appears both as an inhomogeneous perturbation of
the diffusion constant h and, in the drift term, as a random forcing. The antisymmetric part of the noise, ζi, on
the other hand, only affects the drift term. For simplicity, we will henceforth assume that the perturbation to the
transition rate matrix satisfies

ζi,i+1 = −ζi,i−1 = ζi i.e. δi = 0 . (S9)

The lattice master equation (S6) thus reduces to

0 = ∂tφi = h(φi−1 + φi+1 − 2φi) + ζi−1φi−1 − ζi+1φi+1 (S10)

Numerical investigation indicates that this assumption does not modify the scaling behaviour of the mesoscopic
entropy production, Figure S2. For weak disorder, this observation can be rationalised by arguing that the diffusive
behaviour is dominated by its homogeneous component, while the drift term is dominated at large spatial scales by
the term of lowest order in the spatial derivatives. Importantly, for i.i.d. rates, the steady-state remains generically
non-equilibrium, which can be verified by computing the cycle affinity, Eq. (6), and exhibits non-zero steady-state
currents. We further define the probability current field

Ji,i+1 = (h+ ζi,i+1)φi − (h+ ζi+1,i)φi+1 = h(φi − φi+1) + ζiφi + ζi+1φi+1 . (S11)

as the net current from site i to site i+ 1, such that

∂tφi = −(Ji,i+1 − Ji−1,i) , (S12)

and introduce a symmetrised, local, average current

Ji =
1

2
(Ji,i+1 + Ji−1,i) =

1

2
[h(φi−1 − φi+1) + ζi−1φi−1 + ζi+1φi+1 + 2ζiφi] . (S13)

In one dimension at stationarity, Ji,i+1 = Ji−1,i = Ji and there is therefore no difference between the local averaged
currents and the more microscopic ones.

The non-negativity of the transition rates means that ζi + h ≥ 0. However, in order to be able to cast Eqs. (S10)
and (S11) into a path integral form, we will assume that ζi is a weak Gaussian noise with variance λ and probability

P [ζi] ∝ exp

(
N∑

i=1

− ζ
2
i

2λ

)
. (S14)

This assumption is justified a posteriori by comparing the analytical predictions in the weak disorder limit with
numerical simulations where the positivity of the transition rates is confirmed at initialisation. Introducing the
short-hand notation for the functional integral measure

Dζ =
∏

i

dζi , (S15)
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assuming (S8)

assuming (S8)

Fully random
Assuming (S8)

fully random

fully random

FIG. S2. The scaling behaviour of the mesoscopic entropy production Ṡi(L), Eq. (5), as a function of block size L is not modified
by imposing the antisymmetric condition (S9) on the transition rates, as shown for d = 2, 3 in the case of uncorrelated disorder,
η = 0 (left panel). Moreover, while out analytical approach relies on a weak disorder limit to allow for rate perturbation to
be Gaussian without running into unphysical negative rates, numerical experiments suggest that the scaling laws we obtain
remain valid in the strong disorder regime (independent of whether (S9) is imposed), which is explored by considering a noise
on the transition rates that is homogeneously distributed in the range |ζ| ∈ (1− ε, 1] for various choices of the variance ε (right
panel for d = 2 and η = 0). Theoretical predictions for the asymptotic scaling behaviour are plotted for reference (black curves
in both panels).

the expectation of a general noise-dependent observable O[ζ] can be written as the path integral

〈O〉 =

∫
Dζ O[ζ]P [ζ] . (S16)

To impose the steady-state Eq. (S10) at every site, we define

fi(φi−1, φi, φi+1) = h(φi−1 + φi+1 − 2φi) + ζi−1φi−1 − ζi+1φi+1 (S17)

and introduce the following resolution of identity written in terms of Dirac delta functions fixing the functional relation
between the probability mass function φi and the noise ζi

1 =

∫
Df

n∏

i=1

δ(fi) (S18)

=M[ζ]

∫
Dφ

N∏

i=1

δ
(
h(φi−1 + φi+1 − 2φi) + ζi−1φi−1 − ζi+1φi+1

)
(S19)

=M[ζ]

∫
Dφ
∫
Dφ̃ exp

[
−

N∑

i=1

φ̃i

(
− h(φi−1 + φi+1 − 2φi)− ζi−1φi−1 + ζi+1φi+1

)]
(S20)

with Df = df1...dfN , Df̃ = df̃1...df̃N/(2π)N and M[ζ] = |dfi/dφj | the Jacobian of the transformation f → φ. To go
from Eq. (S19) to Eq. (S20) we have used the Fourier representation of the Dirac delta function,

δ(fi) =

∫
dφ̃i
2π

exp
[
−φ̃ifi

]
(S21)

where φ̃i is a purely imaginary auxiliary field, sometimes referred to as the response field. While M is independent
of φ for a general master equation and can thus be taken outside of the φ integral, the Jacobian retains a dependence
on the random variables ζ1, ..., ζN due to the multiplicative nature of the latter. While the sign of the auxiliary field
determining that of the exponent in Eq. (S20) is arbitrary, our choice gives the conventional sign for the response
propagator [7]. The determinantM[ζ] can be computed by means of Faddeev-Popov ghosts [6, 7], a standard procedure
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which requires the introducing two new Grassmann fields, denoted ξi and ξ̄i, satisfying the anti-commutation relations
{ξi, ξj} = {ξ̄i, ξ̄j} = {ξ̄i, ξj} = 0. Using the Grassmann path integral representation of the determinant [7],

M[ζ] =

∫
D[ξ, ξ̄] exp


∑

ij

ξ̄i

(
dfi
dφj

)
ξj


 (S22)

=

∫
D[ξ, ξ̄] exp

[∑

i

ξ̄i

(
h(ξi−1 + ξi+1 − 2ξi) + ζi−1ξi−1 − ζi+1ξi+1

)]
. (S23)

This path integral has the same structure as that in Eq. (S20) because differentiating fi with respect to φj effectively
returns the Markov matrix of the process, now acting to the right on the Grassmann field ξj . The Jacobian (S23)
couples the Faddeev-Popov ghosts ξi and ξ̄i to the noise field ζi, which is in turn coupled to the probability mass
function φi and its response φ̃i via Eq. (S20). Integrating out the noise will thus result in a coupling between the

ghosts and the MSR fields, as we will demonstrate after introducing the current field Ji and its response J̃i.
In principle, the current Ji is fully defined in Eq. (S13). However, this definition ceases to be useful once the noise
field ζi has been integrated out, rendering Ji intractable. To avoid this, we introduce a resolution of the identity
similar to Eq. (S20) to enforce the definition Eq. (S13) of the probability current Ji. It reads

1 =

∫
DJ

N∏

i=1

δ
(
Ji −

1

2
[h(φi−1 − φi+1) + ζi−1φi−1 + ζi+1φi+1 + 2ζiφi]

)
(S24)

=

∫
DJ

∫
DJ̃ exp

[
−

N∑

i=1

J̃i

(
Ji −

1

2
[h(φi−1 − φi+1) + ζi−1φi−1 + ζi+1φi+1 + 2ζiφi]

)]
. (S25)

where the trivial Jacobian M≡ 1 has been omitted.
Inserting Eqs. (S20), (S23) and (S25) into the Gaussian path integral (S16) we obtain

〈O[φ, J ]〉 ∝
∫
Dφ
∫
Dφ̃
∫
DJ

∫
DJ̃

∫
Dξ
∫
Dξ̄
∫
Dζ

exp

[
−

N∑

i=1

φ̃i

(
− h(φi−1 + φi+1 − 2φi)− ζi−1φi−1 + ζi+1φi+1

)]

× exp

[
−

N∑

i=1

J̃i

(
Ji +

h

2
(φi+1 − φi−1)− 1

2
(ζi−1φi−1 + ζi+1φi+1 + 2ζiφi)

)]

× exp

[∑

i

ξ̄i

(
h(ξi−1 + ξi+1 − 2ξi) + ζi−1ξi−1 − ζi+1ξi+1

)]
exp

(
N∑

i=1

− ζ
2
i

2λ

)
O[φ, J ] . (S26)

Since the noise ζ enters the exponent only linearly or quadratically, the functional integral over ζ is Gaussian and can
be performed in closed form. In particular, isolating all terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (S26) that depend on ζ,

∫
Dζ exp

(
N∑

i=1

− ζ
2
i

2λ
+ φ̃i(ζi−1φi−1 − ζi+1φi+1) +

J̃i
2

(2ζiφi + ζi+1φi+1 + ζi−1φi−1) + ξ̄i(ζi−1ξi−1 − ζi+1ξi+1)

)

(S27)

=

∫
Dζ exp

(
N∑

i=1

− ζ
2
i

2λ
+ ζi

[
(φ̃i+1 − φ̃i−1)φi +

1

2
(2J̃i + J̃i+1 + J̃i−1)φi + (ξ̄i+1 − ξ̄i−1)ξi

])
(S28)

∝ exp

(
λ

2

N∑

i=1

[
(φ̃i+1 − φ̃i−1)φi +

1

2
(2J̃i + J̃i+1 + J̃i−1)φi + (ξ̄i+1 − ξ̄i−1)ξi

]2
)
. (S29)

In the first equality we have re-indexed the summand, applying periodic boundary conditions, so that the noise
field always appears with the same index and the completion of squares producing the last line can be carried out
straightforwardly. We can now rewrite Eq. (S26) as

〈O[φ, J ]〉 =

∫
D[φ, φ̃, J, J̃ , ξ, ξ̄] exp [−(A0 +Aint)]O[φ, J ] (S30)
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where we have split the action into its bilinear part, denoted A0, and an interacting part, denoted Aint, which includes
all higher order terms in products of fields. Denoting by

∂dφi =
1

2
(φi+1 − φi−1) (S31)

and

∂2
dφi = φi+1 − 2φi + φi−1 (S32)

the discrete first and second spatial derivatives, respectively, these contributions are given explicitly by

A0 =
N∑

i=1

−hφ̃i∂2
dφi − hξ̄i∂2

dξi + J̃iJi + hJ̃i∂dφi (S33)

and

Aint = −2λ

N∑

i=1

[
(∂dφ̃i)

2φ2
i + J̃2

i φ
2
i + 2J̃i(∂dφ̃i)φ

2
i + 2J̃i(∂dξ̄i)φiξi + 2(∂dφ̃i)(∂dξ̄i)φiξi

]
+ h.o.t. (S34)

where h.o.t. denotes higher order terms in the spatial derivatives. In the following we are interested in the large scale
(small wavenumber) features of the density and current correlation function, and we will thus ignore contributions
from h.o.t. on relevance grounds. To arrive at Eq. (S34) we have used the anticommutation relation {ξi, ξj} = 0,
implying ξ2

i = 0, to eliminate the quartic term in the ghost fields.

Perturbative calculations by means of Feynman diagrams are more easily carried out in Fourier representation. For
this reason we introduce the discrete Fourier transform of the fields {φ, φ̃, J, J̃ , ξ, ξ̄}, which we denote {Φ, Φ̃,J , J̃ ,Ξ, Ξ̄},
respectively, according to the convention

φj =
1

N

N−1∑

n=0

e2πijn/NΦn and Nδn,m =

N−1∑

j=0

e2πij(n−m)/N , (S35)

whence

Φn =
N−1∑

j=0

e−2πijn/Nφj . (S36)

We proceed by introducing Fourier-summed fields in the non-linear action. A typical interaction term in the Fourier
representation of the action reads

λ

N∑

i=1

(∂dφ̃i)
2φ2
i = − λ

N4

∑

k1,k2,k3,k4

sin(k1) sin(k2)Φ̃k1Φ̃k2Φk3Φk4Nδk1+k2+k3+k4,0 . . (S37)

The field φi represents a probability mass function and it is therefore natural to study fluctuations around the
normalised homogeneous steady-state 〈φi〉 = N−1, so that Φk=0 = 1. Instead of implementing Φk=0 = 1 through the
action along the lines of Eqs. (S10) and (S13), we perform a change of variable φi → N−1 + φi at the level of Eqs.
(S33) and (S34), which leaves the bilinear action A0 unchanged but generates a number of new terms in Aint. For
example,

γ(∂dφ̃i)
2φ2
i → γ(∂dφ̃i)

2φ2
i + γ′(∂dφ̃i)

2φi + γ′′(∂dφ̃i)
2 , (S38)

with γ = λ, γ′ = 2N−1λ and γ′′ = N−2λ at bare level. The full shifted action reads, again at bare level,

Aint = −2λ
N∑

i=1

[
(∂dφ̃i)

2(φi +N−1)2 + J̃2
i (φi +N−1)2 + 2J̃i(∂dφ̃i)(φi +N−1)2

i

+ 2J̃i(∂dξ̄i)(φi +N−1)ξi + 2(∂dφ̃i)(∂dξ̄i)(φi +N−1)ξi

]
+ h.o.t. (S39)

The various coupling are more easily identifiable in the diagrammatic notation that we shall introduce shortly.
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B. Propagators and diagrammatics

The bare propagators of the theory can then be extracted directly from the bilinear action, Eq. (S33). They read

〈ΦkΦ̃k′〉 =
1

4h sin2(k/2) + r
Nδk+k′,0 =̂ (S40)

〈ΞkΞ̄k′〉 = −〈Ξ̄kΞk′〉 =
1

4h sin2(k/2) + r
Nδk+k′,0 =̂ (S41)

〈JkJ̃k′〉 = Nδk+k′,0 =̂ (S42)

〈JkΦ̃k′〉 =
h(−i sin(k))

4h sin2(k/2) + r
Nδk+k′,0 =̂ , (S43)

where we have allowed for a mass r for the purpose of infrared regularisation, which would enter the bilinear action
A0 of Eq. (S33) via terms of the form rφ̃iφi and rξ̄iξi. All physical observables are evaluated in the limit of vanishing
mass r since the theory is massless as a matter of conservation of probability. The diagrammatic notation for the
amputated interaction vertices is

γ(∂φ̃)2φ2 =̂ , κJ̃2φ2 =̂ , σJ̃(∂φ̃)φ2 =̂ , πJ̃(∂ξ̄)φξ =̂ , χ(∂φ̃)(∂ξ̄)φξ =̂ ,

γ′(∂φ̃)2φ =̂ , κ′J̃2φ =̂ , σ′J̃(∂φ̃)φ =̂ , π′J̃(∂ξ̄)ξ =̂ , χ′(∂φ̃)(∂ξ̄)ξ =̂ ,

γ′′(∂φ̃)2 =̂ , κ′′J̃2 =̂ , σ′′J̃(∂φ̃) =̂ . (S44)

with dashed propagators denoting spatial derivatives. At bare level, γ = κ = 2λ and σ = π = χ = 4λ. Vertices
appearing in the same column of the list (S44) are generated from the same interaction term of Eq. (S34) upon
performing the shift φi → φi +N−1. Their coupling are thus related via γ′′/γ = κ′′/κ = σ′′/σ = N−2, γ′/γ = κ′/κ =
σ′/σ = 2N−1 and π′/π = χ′/χ = N−1.

C. Correlation functions in one dimension

We are now ready to calculate the density and current correlation functions for the one-dimensional model. These
are expressed as a power series in the small disorder strength λ, which we truncate to first order (tree level) to allow
for direct comparison with the result obtained by expanding the analytical results by Derrida [1], Eq. (S3). This
approximation is controlled in d = 1 because we are interested in system of finite size N and will be justified on
relevance grounds in higher dimensions, where we will work in the continuum limit. The correlation function for the
probability mass function at tree level is given by

〈ΦkΦk′〉 = +O(λ2) =
4λ

(2Nh sin(k/2))2
Nδk+k′,0 +O(λ2) (S45)

for k 6= 0. For the current we have

〈JkJk′〉 = + + +O(λ2) =
4λ

N2
Nδk+k′,0δk′,0 +O(λ2) , (S46)

with Kronecker delta δk′,0 reflecting the constraint that Ji = Jj = J is homogeneous. For k 6= 0, the three diagrams
contributing to the right-hand side of Eq. (S46) only differ in their symmetry factors and overall sign, which produces
the desired cancellation. When k = 0, only the first diagram, which does not involve spatial derivatives, contributes
and the cancellation does not occur. Since Jk=0 = NJ , we thus have that 〈J2〉 = N−2〈J0J0〉 = 4λN−3, recovering
the leading order contribution obtained by expanding Derrida’s [1] exact result, Eq. (S3), with the antisymmetric
condition ζi,i+1 − ζi,i−1 = 2ζi ,

〈J2〉 =
1

N4

〈(
N∑

n=1

ζn,n+1 − ζn+1,n

)(
N∑

m=1

ζm,m+1 − ζm+1,m

)〉
=

4

N4

N∑

n=1

N∑

m=1

〈ζnζm〉 =
4λ

N3
. (S47)
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D. Higher dimensions

The derivation presented above can be straighforwardly generalised to periodic lattices of arbitrary dimension with
sites i = (i1, ..., id) ∈ {1, ..., N}d. We further need to modify the steady-state condition, Eq. (S10), using higher
dimensional extensions of Eqs. (S31) and (S32), ∇d = (∂i1 , ..., ∂id) and ∆d = ∂2

i1
+ ...+ ∂2

id
, so that

0 = ∂tφi = h∆dφi − 2∇d.(ζiφi) (S48)

where ζi = (ζ
(1)
i , ..., ζ

(d)
i ) ∈ Rd is a d-dimensional noise with correlator

〈ζ(a)
k ζ

(b)
k′ 〉 = λδabN

dδk+k′,0 . (S49)

Here, ζ
(a)
i denotes the noise affecting the edges of node i along the ath dimension of the lattice and ζ

(a)
k its Fourier

transform, according to the convention

ζ
(a)
j =

1

Nd

∑

k

eik·jζ(a)
k and ζ

(a)
k =

∑

j

e−ik·jζ(a)
j , (S50)

with k = 2πn/N and n ∈ {1, ..., N}d. Correspondingly Eq. (S13) is modified to define a vector lattice field Ji ∈ Rd.
Writing Ji = (J

(1)
i , ..., J

(d)
i ),

J
(a)
i = −h∂iaφi +

1

2
∂2
ia(ζ

(a)
i φi) + 2ζ

(a)
i φi , (S51)

where J
(a)
i is once again the symmetric local average at site i of the probability current along the ath dimension

of the lattice. The functional relationship between each component of the current vector field and the other fields,
Eq. (S51), is then imposed by means of d resolutions of the identity of the form (S25). In the case of uncorrelated
noise, the derivation of the action follows precisely the same lines as above and generates d copies of the type of terms
we have already seen, each with spatial derivatives taken with respect to a different dimension. Explicitly,

A0 =
∑

i

−hφ̃i∆dφi − hξ̄i∆dξi + J̃i · Ji + hJ̃i ·∇dφi (S52)

cf. Eq. (S33) and

Aint = −2λ
∑

i

[(∇dφ̃i)
2φ2

i + J̃2
i φ

2
i + 2J̃i · (∇dφ̃i)φ

2
i + 2J̃i · (∇dξ̄i)φiξi + 2(∇dφ̃i) · (∇dξ̄i)φiξi] + h.o.t. , (S53)

cf. Eq. (S34). Since vertices arising from Eq. (S53) involve vector fields, the intepretation of diagrams needs to be
modified slightly. For example, the mixed propagators in Fourier representation becomes

〈J (a)
k Φ̃k′〉 =

Ndh(−i sin(ka))

4h
∑
b sin2(kb/2) + r

δk+k′,0 =̂ . (S54)

Similarly,

(J̃i)
2φ2

i =̂ , J̃i · (∇dφ̃i)φ
2
i =̂ , (∇dφ̃i)

2φ2
i =̂ , J̃i · (∇dξ̄i)φiξi =̂ , (∇dφ̃i) · (∇dξ̄i)φiξi =̂ .

(S55)
Using the field theory in d > 1 to characterise correlations is most covenient in the continuum limit. We thus take
the limit N →∞ at fixed volume V = (N`)d, with ` the dimensionful lattice spacing. Based on Eqs. (S31) and (S32)

we define the differential operators in the continuum ∇d = `∇ and ∆d = `2∆, together with the fields φ and φ̃ now
being defined for all x ∈ (0, N`]d, such that

φ(i`) = `−dφi, φ̃(i`) = `βφ̃i , (S56)

where the dimension of φ(x) is pre-determined by the shift performed above, which in the continuum reads φ(x) →
V −1 +φ(x), while the exponent β is undetermined for the time being. Converting sums over lattice sites into integrals
over space according to

`d
∑

i

≡
∫

V

ddx (S57)
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and demanding that the action of Eqs. (S52) and (S53) is dimensionless term by term, defines the remaining fields

J(i`) = `−d+1−βJi, J̃(i`) = `−1+βJ̃i, ξ̄(i`)ξ(i`) = `β−dξ̄iξi (S58)

and the dimensionful couplings of the continuum theory D = h`2−β and λ̃ = `d+2−2βλ. The exponent β is fixed by
imposing that the diffusion constant D remains finite in the limit ` → 0, whence β = 2. Since now λ̃ = λ`d−2, we
identify dc = 2 as the upper critical dimension of the theory. For d > 2 all interactions become irrelevant and we
expect the large scale behaviour of the theory to be well described by the tree-level diagrammatics, thus justifying the
truncation of higher order terms. Precisely at d = 2, renormalisation group theory [6] predicts logarithmic corrections
to tree-level scaling but these were not observed conclusively in our numerical investigation.

In the continuum we thus have the action A0 +Aint with

A0 = −
∫

V

ddx Dφ̃(x)∆φ(x) +Dξ̄(x)∆ξ(x)− J̃(x) · J(x)−DJ̃(x) ·∇φ(x) (S59)

Aint = −2λ̃

∫

V

ddx [(∇φ̃(x))2(φ(x) + V −1)2 + J̃2(x)(φ(x) + V −1)2 + 2J̃(x) · (∇φ̃(x))(φ(x) + V −1)2

+ 2J̃(x) · (∇ξ̄(x))(φ(x) + V −1)ξ(x) + 2(∇φ̃(x)) · (∇ξ̄(x))(φ(x) + V −1)ξ(x)] + h.o.t. . (S60)

Absorbing the shift V −1 of φ into new couplings as done using dashed variables in Eq. (S44) means that these differ
now from each other in their engineering dimension, for example [γ] = [V γ′] = [V 2γ′′]. Maintaining a finite volume V
is important for the validity of the present theory, but it also means that Fourier transforming it by mean of Eq. (11)
results in sums over suitable modes and δ-functions of the form

V δk,0 =

∫

V

ddx e−ik·x, whence e.g. Φ(k) =

∫

V

ddx e−ik·xφ(x) . (S61)

We may occasionally approximate sums over momenta by integrals. To make the notation more suggestive of contin-
uous k ∈ Rd we write the Fourier transformed fields as Φ(k), J (k), ξ(k) etc.

The continuum propagators are structurally identical to their discrete counterpart and read

〈Φ(k)Φ̃(k′)〉 =
V δk+k′,0

D|k|2 + r
=̂ (S62)

〈Ξ(k)Ξ̄(k′)〉 = −〈Ξ̄(k)Ξ(k′)〉 =
V δk+k′,0

D|k|2 + r
=̂ (S63)

〈J (n)(k)J̃ (m)(k′)〉 = δnmV δk+k′,0 =̂ (S64)

〈J (k)Φ̃(k′)〉 =
D(−ik)

D|k|2 + r
V δk+k′,0 =̂ . (S65)

E. Correlated noise

Generalising the formalism to allow for correlations in the transition rates is relatively straightforward. What
changes is the form of the probability functional for the noise, originally Eq. (S14), which should now include a non-
trivial dependence on the power spectrum. The power spectrum Q(k) characterises the noise correlation function for
the different components of the disorder in Fourier space as

〈ζ(n)(k)ζ(m)(p)〉 = Q(k)V δk+p,0δn,m . (S66)

The case of uncorrelated noise covered above corresponds to Q(k) = λ̃, i.e. to the case where Q(k) is independent of
k. The noise probability functional corresponding to Eq. (S66) reads

P [ζ] ∝ exp

[
− 1

2V

∑

k

ζ(k) · ζ(−k)

Q(k)

]
(S67)

where the sample space of ζ(k) is constrained to ζ(k) = ζ∗(−k) as to maintain ζ(x), the inverse Fourier transform of
ζ(k), being real. The role of Q(k) is to penalise spatial fluctuations of ζ(k) depending on its wavenumber. Since our

setup is rotationally symmetric we assume the general algebraic form of the correlator to be Q(k) ∼ λ̃k−η for small k,
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where k = |k|. For η > 0, the right hand side of Eq. (S67) is regularised by excluding the homogeneous mode, k = 0,
from the summation. The derivation of the field theory with non-trivial correlator proceeds as outline above up until
Eq. (S27), which has now a slightly different form,

∫
Dζ exp

(
1

V

∑

k

−k
η

2λ̃
ζ(k) · ζ(−k) + ζ(k) · F (−k)

)
(S68)

∝ exp

(
λ̃

2V

∑

k

k−ηF (k) · F (−k)

)
, (S69)

where we have introduced the short-hand F (k) for the Fourier transform of the real expression

F (x) = 2(∇φ̃(x))φ(x) + 2J̃(x)φ(x) + 2(∇ξ̄(x))ξ(x) + h.o.t . (S70)

We thus find that the generalisation to correlated noise characterised by a power spectrum Q(k) = λ̃k−η amounts to
augmenting the interaction terms (in Fourier space) of the original theory by a factor k−η. The Fourier representation,
originally Eq. (S37), of the interaction vertices to be used in our subsequent calculation is upgraded to the its continuum
form for general η according to

=̂ (γ′′/V )k−η(−ik) · (ik)Φ̃(k)Φ̃(−k) (S71)

=̂ (κ′′/V )k−ηJ̃ (k) · J̃ (−k) (S72)

=̂ (σ′′/V )k−η(−ik) · J̃ (k)Φ̃(−k) , (S73)

with γ′′ = κ′′ = 2λ̃/V 2 and σ′′ = 4λ̃/V 2. The effect of this modification on the spectral density of the currents
becomes apparent already at tree level, where we now obtain, for k 6= 0,

〈J (n)(k)J (m)(k′)〉 = + + +O(λ̃2/V 2) (S74)

=

(
4λ̃

V
δn,m −

8λ̃

V

knkm
|k|2 +

4λ̃

V

d∑

`=1

knkmk
2
`

|k|4

)
|k|−ηδk+k′,0 +O(λ̃2/V 2) (S75)

=
4λ̃

V

(
δn,m −

knkm
|k|2

)
|k|−ηδk+k′,0 +O(λ̃2/V 2) . (S76)

This is the result we invoke in the main text, Eq. (13). The special case of uncorrelated rates is recovered at η = 0.
The momentum-dependent factor appearing in brackets in Eq. (S76) is the fingerprint of a solenoidal vector field
[9, 10]. For k = 0 and η ≤ 0, the second and third diagrams vanish and we instead find

〈J (n)(0)J (m)(k′)〉 =
4λ̃

V 2
|k′|−ηδn,mV δk′,0 , (S77)

consistently with Eq. (S46).

III. LARGE L ASYMPTOTIC FORM OF EQ. (18)

We start from Eq. (14) for the expectation of the entropy production per mesostate with linear block dimensions
L, where {α, β} is any pair of neighbouring mesostates. Without loss of generality we assume that the interface is a
(d− 1)-dimensional hypercube of constant x coordinate and denote {iα} the set of “boundary” states of α connected
to β by a single edge. Denoting e = (1, 0, · · · , 0) the d-dimensional unit displacement vector along the x axis, let
{iα + e} correspond to the set of “boundary” states of β connected to α by a single edge. Inspecting the logarithmic
factor on the right-hand side of Eq. (14),

ln
jαβ(L)

jβα(L)
= ln

∑
{iα} hπ̄ + hδπi + πiζi,i+e∑

{iα} hπ̄ + hδπi+e + πi+eζi+e,i
(S78)

= ln

(
1 +

∑
{iα} hδπi + πiζi,i+e

hπ̄Ld−1

)
− ln

(
1 +

∑
{iα} hδπi+e + πi+eζi+e,i

hπ̄Ld−1

)
(S79)
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where we have expanded the steady-state probability about its mean, πi = π̄+ δπi, with π̄ = N−d. Each logarithm in
the expression above contains a sum over Ld−1 zero-mean random variables hδπi + πiζi,i+e and hδπi+e + πi+eζi+e,i,
respectively. While the expected value of each sum vanishes by linearity, the typical magnitude can be estimated by
computing its standard deviation. We thus write down the variance of the sum

1

(hπ̄Ld−1)2

〈
∑

{iα}
hδπi+e + πi+eζi+e,i




2〉
=

1

(hπ̄Ld−1)2

∑

iα

〈
(hδπi+e + πi+eζi+e,i)

2
〉

+
1

(hπ̄Ld−1)2

∑

{iα 6=i′α}
〈(hδπi+e + πi+eζi+e,i) (hδπi′+e + πi′+eζi′+e,i′)〉 .

(S80)

The first contribution on the right hand side of Eq. (S80), associated with the sum of variances, scales like L−(d−1)

due to statistical homogeneity and can thus be taken to be small compared to the factor 1 appearing in the logarithm
Eq. (S79) in the large L regime. The second contribution is associated with cross correlations among the summands.
It involves Ld−1(Ld−1 − 1) terms so it is at most of order L0. However, this scaling only applies to infinite-range
correlations and the more relevant decay of density as well as noise correlations over large distances will in general
produce a scaling Lν with ν < 0. The second contributions is thus also asymptotically small compared to the factor
1 appearing in the logarithm. For sufficiently large L we can therefore expand Eq. (S79) to leading order and obtain

ln
jαβ(L)

jβα(L)
' 1

hπ̄Ld−1

∑

{iα}
hδπi + πiζi,i+e − hδπi+e − πi+eζi+e,i

=
1

hπ̄Ld−1
(jαβ(L)− jβα(L)) , (S81)

whence
〈

(jαβ(L)− jβα(L)) ln
jαβ(L)

jβα(L)

〉
' Nd

hLd−1
〈(jαβ(L)− jβα(L))2〉 . (S82)

IV. ASYMPTOTIC SCALING OF INTEGRATED CURRENTS FROM CORRELATION FUNCTION

Here we outline the calculation required to compute the asymptotic variance of the integrated current across a
mesostate interface, Eq. (16), starting from the spectral density tensor of the probability current vector field, Eq. (13).
These arguments closely follow the standard treatment of hyperuniform fluctuations, reviewed in [11]. Without loss
of generality we assume that the interface, denoted Ω henceforth, is a d − 1 dimensional hypersurface of constant
x = 0 coordinate embedded in d dimensional space (see Figure S3). We introduce r̃ as the d− 1 dimensional vector
satisfying r = (rx, r̃). The variance of the integrated current across the interface Ω is thus given by

Var(J ; Ω) =

∫

Ω

dd−1r̃′
∫

Ω

dd−1r̃′′ 〈Jx(0, r̃′)Jx(0, r̃′′)〉 (S83)

=

∫

Ω

dd−1r̃′
∫

Ω

dd−1r̃′′ Cxx(0, r̃′ − r̃′′) (S84)

= vΩ

∫
dd−1r̃′ Cxx(0, r̃′)γ(r̃′; Ω) (S85)

where

γ(r̃′; Ω) =
1

vΩ

∫
dd−1r̃′′ IΩ(r̃′′)IΩ(r̃′ + r̃′′) (S86)

is the overlap surface fraction, with IΩ the indicator function over the interface, and vΩ is the interface surface. What
we require to proceed further is therefore an expression for the component Cxx of the current correlation function for
displacements on the interface. To obtain this, we start from the corresponding component of the spectral density,
Eq. (S76), and introduce k̃ as the d− 1 dimensional vector satisfying k = (kx, k̃) to write

〈Jx(k)Jx(k′)〉 = 〈Jx(kx, k̃)Jx(k′x, k̃
′)〉 =

4λ̃

V

|k̃|2
(|k̃|2 + k2

x)1+ η
2

δk̃+k̃′,0δkx+k′x,0 . (S87)
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FIG. S3. Schematic illustration of the setup used for the calculation of the statistics of the integrated current across a mesostate
interface Ω, which we assume to be a d− 1 dimensional hypersurface of constant x = 0 coordinate embedded in d dimensional
space (here d = 3 for the purpose of visualisation). By construction, Jx(r) thus corresponds to the projection of the current
vector field J(r) on the unit vector normal to Ω. The net current is obtained by integrating Jx(r) over r ∈ Ω.

The correlation function Cxx is thus obtained from Eq. (S87) by Fourier back-transforming according to the convention
Eq. (11),

Cxx(0, r̃) = 〈Jx(0, 0)Jx(0, r̃)〉 (S88)

=
1

V 2

∑

kx,k̃

eik̃·r̃〈Jx(kx, k̃)Jx(−kx,−k̃)〉 (S89)

=

∫
d̄d−1k̃ eik̃·r̃

∫
d̄kx

4λ̃

V 2

|k̃|2
(|k̃|2 + k2

x)1+ η
2

(S90)

=

∫
d̄d−1k̃ eik̃·r̃

[
2λ̃Γ

(
1+η

2

)

V 2
√
πΓ
(
1 + η

2

) |k̃|1−η
]
, (S91)

where we have approximated sums over momenta, which involve an infrared cutoff at a typical inverse length-scale
V −1/d, as integrals in the limit of large V on the basis of the infrared convergence of the integral Eq. (S91) for
η < d. Following the usual convention [6], dashed differentials are a short-hand for d̄dk = ddk/(2π)d. It is interesting
to note that, while the full spectral density Eq. (13) is not hyperuniform for η = 0, the relevant component of the
corresponding correlation function is hyperuniform for η < 1 with hyperuniformity exponent 1−η when we concentrate
on the lower-dimensional object that is the mesostate interface. For the correlation function Cxx(0, r̃) origination from
Eq. (S91) to be well-defined in the range η < d, the Fourier back-transform needs to be regularised in the ultraviolet.
Here, we do so by introducing a soft cutoff, suggestive of the introduction of a microscopic lattice spacing of typical
length scale β = `. Denoting CRxx(0, r̃;β) the regularised correlation function, we write

CRxx(0, r̃;β) =

∫
d̄d−1k̃ eik̃.r̃

[
2λ̃Γ

(
1+η

2

)

V 2
√
πΓ
(
1 + η

2

) |k̃|1−η
]
e−β|k̃| (S92)

= N (η, d; λ̃, V )

∫ π

0

dθ (sin(θ))d−3

∫ ∞

0

dk̃ eik̃ cos(θ)|r̃|−βk̃ k̃d−1−η (S93)

∝
∞∑

n=0

(−1)n

(2n)!
|r̃|2nΓ

(
d
2 − 1

)
Γ
(
n+ 1

2

)

Γ
(
n+ d

2 − 1
)

∫ ∞

0

dk̃ e−βk̃k̃d−1−η+2n (S94)

∝ √πΓ (d− η) Γ
(
d−2

2

)

Γ
(
d−1

2

) β−d+η
2F 1

(
d− η

2
,
d− η + 1

2
,
d− 1

2
;−|r̃|

2

β2

)
. (S95)
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for η < d and d > 2, where 2F 1(a, b, c; z) denotes the hypergeometric function [12]. We note for later use that

2F 1(a, b, c; z) has the asymptotic expansion

2F 1(a, b, c; z) = λ1z
−a + λ2z

−b +O(z−a−1, z−b−1) (S96)

with

λ1 =

√
πΓ
(
d−1

2

)

Γ
(
η−1

2

)
Γ
(
d+1−η

2

) (S97)

at large |z| unless a − b is an integer [12]. To go from Eq. (S92) to (S93) we first perform a change of variable to
spherical coordinates using

∫
dnk̃ =

∫ ∞

0

dk̃

∫ π

0

dθdφ1...dφn−3

∫ 2π

0

dφn−2 k̃
n−1 sinn−2(θ) sinn−3(φ1)... sin(φn−3) (S98)

for n = d − 1 and n > 1, with k̃ = |k̃| the wavenumber and θ = arccos[(k̃/|k̃|) · (r̃/|r̃|)] the angle between the

wavevector k̃ and the displacement r̃. Since the integrand of Eq. (S92) is a function only of k̃ and θ, the remaining
angular coordinates can be integrated out. To go from Eq. (S93) to (S94) we perform a second change of variable

u(θ) = cos(θ) and expand the ensuing trigonometric functions as power series in k̃u|r̃| before carrying out the integral
over u. In the following, we shall ignore the numerical prefactor

N (η, d; λ̃, V ) =
1

(2π)d−1

2λ̃Γ
(

1+η
2

)

V 2
√
πΓ
(
1 + η

2

) 2π
d−2
2

Γ
(
d−2

2

) (S99)

in Eq. (S93), since is independent of both θ and k and thus irrelevant for the window size scaling. The case d = 2
needs to be treated separately and produces for η < d:

CRxx(0, r̃;β) ∝ Γ(2− η)β−2+η

(
1 +
|r̃|2
β2

) η−2
2

cos

[
(2− η) arctan

( |r̃|
β

)]
, (S100)

which is characterised by the same leading order asymptotic scaling with |r̃| at |r̃|/β � 1 as Eq. (S95) for d→ 2.
Taking the interface as a hypersphere of radius L = L`, whence vΩ ∼ Ld−1, it was shown [11] that, for |r̃| < 2L,

γ(r̃; Ω) = 1− c(d)

( |r̃|
L

)
+ c(d)

∞∑

n=2

(−1)n
(d− 1)(d− 3)...(d− 2n+ 3)

(2n− 1)![2 · 4 · 6...(2n− 2)]

( |r̃|
L

)2n−1

(S101)

with c(d) = 2Γ(1 + d/2)/(
√
πΓ((d+ 1)/2)). Ref. [13] explores the effect of changing the interface shape. Overall

Var(J ; Ω) = vΩ

∫

Ω

dd−1r̃ Cxx(0, r̃)

[
1− c(d)

( |r̃|
L

)
+ c(d)

∞∑

n=2

(−1)n
(d− 1)(d− 3)...(d− 2n+ 3)

(2n− 1)![2 · 4 · 6...(2n− 2)]

( |r̃|
L

)2n−1
]
.

(S102)
The term in Eq. (S102) originating from the zeroth order in the series expansion of γ approaches, in the asymptotic

limit of L → ∞, the value of the spectral density, Eq. (S91), at k̃ = 0,

lim
L→∞

∫

Ω

dd−1r̃ Cxx(0, r̃) = lim
k̃→0

[
2λ̃Γ

(
1+η

2

)

V 2
√
πΓ
(
1 + η

2

) |k̃|1−η
]

(S103)

and thus vanishes when the latter is hyperuniform, namely for η < 1.
Based on the expansion Eq. (S96), the behaviour of the correlation function, Eq. (S95), for |r̃|/β � 1 is

CRxx(0, r̃;β) ∼ |r̃|η−d therefore each term in the integrand in the right-hand side of Eq. (S102) behaves like |r̃|η−2+m

with m ∈ {0, 1, 3, ...}. The scaling of the variance with window size L is thus controlled by the infrared divergence as
L → ∞. For η < 1 −m, the integrals are infrared convergent, which allows us to let Ω → Rd−1 without modifying
the leading order asymptotic scaling with L. Proceeding case by case:

• 0 < η < d: For η > 1, the relevant integrals are infrared divergent. For 0 < η < 1 the term originating from
the zeroth order in the expansion of γ is removed by the cancellation Eq. (S103). For η = 1, based on Eq. (S91),
the correlation function Cxx takes the form of a Dirac delta in real space so that the term originating from the
zeroth order in the expansion of γ is finite but L independent and does not contribute to the scaling. Overall,
the scaling is dominated by the infrared divergent behaviour at large |r̃|. Substituting Eq. (S95) together with
the asymptotic expansion (S96) into Eq. (S102) and performing a change of variable r̃ → r̃/L to isolate the L
dependence, we arrive at Var(J ; Ω) ∼ Ld−2+η for 0 < η < d.
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• η = 0: The case of η = 0 needs to be treated separately because the integral of the first order term in the
expansion of γ(r̃; Ω) is logarithmically divergent. Substituting Eq. (S95) for the regularised correlation function
into Eq. (S102) and setting η = 0 we are left with integrals of the form

Im(L) = vΩ

∫

Ω

dd−1r̃ 2F 1

(
d

2
,
d+ 1

2
,
d− 1

2
;−|r̃|

2

β2

)( |r̃|
L

)m
. (S104)

for m ≥ 1. For m > 1 and based on the expansion Eq. (S96), the r̃ integral is dominated by the behaviour of
the integrand in the large |r̃| regime and we recover the Ld−2 scaling obtained upon setting η = 0 in the scaling
law for the case 0 < η < d. For m = 1 we exploit the spherical symmetry of the integral to write

∫

Ω

dd−1r̃ f(|r̃|) =

∫ L

0

d|r̃| 2π
d−1
2

Γ(d−1
2 )
|r̃|d−2f(|r̃|) (S105)

and invoke the asymptotic expansion Eq. (S96) to obtain the leading order behaviour

Im=1(L) =
vΩ

L

∫ L

0

d|r̃|
β

λ1
2π

d−1
2 Γ(d)

Γ(d−1
2 )

( |r̃|
β

)−1

∼ Ld−2 log(L/β) , (S106)

which dominates the asymptotic scaling with L. The variance of the integrated current thus scales like
Var(J ; Ω) ∼ Ld−2 log(L/β) for η = 0.

• η < 0: Finally, we consider the case of η < 0. Substituting once again Eq. (S95) into Eq. (S102), we obtain

Im(L) = vΩ

∫

Ω

dd−1r̃ 2F 1

(
d− η

2
,
d− η + 1

2
,
d− 1

2
;−|r̃|

2

β2

)( |r̃|
L

)m
. (S107)

for m ∈ {1, 3, 5, ...}. When m < 1 − η this integral is infrared convergent and we can take Ω → Rd−1 without
affecting the leading order scaling with L. Upon taking this limit, the L dependence is limited to the prefactors
and we straightforwardly obtain Im(L) ∼ Ld−1−m. When m = 1 − η the integral is logarithmically divergent
and we obtain Im(L) ∼ log(L/β)Ld−2+η along the lines of Eq. (S106). Finally, when m > 1− η, the integral is
infrared divergent, whereby we invoke the asymptotic expansion, Eq. (S96), to obtain Im(L) ∼ Ld−2+η. Overall,
the scaling is dominated by the m = 1 term and follows Var(J ; Ω) ∼ Ld−2 for η < 0.

Combining the results that we just derived into a single expression and making the dependence on the model param-
eters λ̃ and V appearing in the prefactor Eq. (S99) explicit, we thus have

Var(J ; Ω) ∼




λ̃V −2Ld−2, for η < 0

λ̃V −2Ld−2 ln(L/β), for η = 0

λ̃V −2β−ηLd−2+η, for 0 < η < d

. (S108)

Substituting into Eq. (15) with β = `,

〈
ṡ

(meso)
i

〉
(L) ∼




λ̃`3V −1h−1L−1, for η < 0

λ̃`3V −1h−1L−1 ln(L/`), for η = 0

λ̃`3−ηV −1h−1L−1+η, for 0 < η < d

, (S109)

which constitutes our main result.
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